Dear Leader McConnell, Leader Schumer, Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi:

We, the undersigned organizations, are deeply concerned with the recent memo from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) that changes long-standing policy and allows Medicare Advantage (MA) plans to implement step therapy to manage Part B drugs in circumstances where applicable. Original Medicare policies do not require step therapy. The new policy takes effect beginning January 1, 2019. CMS’ sudden and disruptive decision to allow the inappropriate use of step therapy policies is inconsistent with the requirement that MA plans provide coverage consistent with Original Medicare and threatens to restrict access and decrease therapy choices for patients. This could put patients’ health at risk and potentially creates long-term health care issues in the process. Absent significant patient protections, we urge CMS to withdraw this memo and reinstate the 2012 memo for the sake of the millions of beneficiaries who rely on Medicare to access needed care.

Our concerns grow from the direct negative experiences that many of our organizations’ members have had with step therapy. As a result of insurers’ step therapy (also known as “fail first”) policies in the commercial market, patients have experienced delayed and restricted access to needed treatments which can impact quality of care, while physicians have experienced significantly increased administrative burdens. At a time when policymakers are seeking reforms that empower and engage patients, and reduce needless provider burden, the CMS guidance is a step in the wrong direction for Medicare and seniors.

Fail first policies limit the options available for patients and their physicians to treat conditions, forcing individuals to try the treatment that is preferred by the insurance company (often an older, cheaper medicine) rather than the medicine prescribed by the physician. Medical literature and news media are rife with data on the negative effects of these policies on patients and caregivers. That’s because each patient has different needs, and often the treatment that best meets an individual’s clinical circumstances and preferences conflicts with an insurer’s one-size-fits-all step therapy requirement.

For example, a patient with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) may require a disease-modifying biologic medication to control his or her symptoms and prevent further joint damage. However, step therapy rules could force a patient to first try an older, cheaper RA medication that could lead to pain, limited mobility, and long-term joint damage. Patients with many other complex diseases that involve treatment with physician-administered medicines – such as cancer, macular degeneration, Crohn’s
disease or colitis, multiple sclerosis, and neurological disorders – face similar barriers under fail first policies.

Despite the well-recognized patient access risks of step therapy, CMS’ August 7, 2018 memo lacks basic patient safeguards that should be included in any utilization management policy. This includes, for example, a lack of adequate standards and transparency to ensure that any step therapy policies are clinically appropriate and evidence based. It also lacks a timely and accessible process for patients to seek exceptions to a step therapy requirement, and protections against potential increases in cost sharing for some patients who may be forced to try a Part D drug instead of a Part B drug that was their physician’s first choice. Additionally, CMS’ aggressive implementation timeline and lack of clarity around treatment “grandfathering” casts uncertainty on many beneficiaries’ ability to continue treatment with their ongoing therapies.

Policies that sacrifice the health of patients in the hope of cutting program costs undermine the promise Medicare represents for so many individuals. We ask members of Congress to encourage the Trump administration to consider alternative solutions, like clinically appropriate utilization management, that instead utilize evidence-based guidelines designed with the input of medical practitioners, patients and advocates. By strengthening the critical doctor-patient relationship rather than insurance companies’ bottom lines, Congress can improve the widely popular Medicare program through sensible, effective and tailored reforms.

We look forward to seeing your progress on behalf of patients in the coming weeks.

Sincerely,
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